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Stonewall Betrayed

In the night of November 7,
1978, in one of those rare moments
when the internal logic of current
events approached the symmetry of
fiction, the classic dilemma of the gay
liberation movement was dramatized,
clearly and decisively. That night,
while California state senator John
Briggs' Proposition 6 (which would
have purged all gays and their sup-
porters from the public school system)
was going down to overwhelming
defeat, a second attempt to enact gay"civil rights" legislation in Dade
County, Florida, was resoundingly
defeated.

"This is just the beginning," lisped John Briggs from his
southern California election night headquarters. Although
Prop. 6 had been defeated, John Briggs was smiling. Having
catapulted himself from absolute obscurity to national
notoriety-and having built a solid political base, the spring-
board of a movement, with 41% of the vote-John Briggs
had good reason to smile.

lf the California election had been held in August, polls
indicate Prop. 6 would have won with 6O% of the vote. As
late as October, the polls were showing 43 % in favor , 47To
opposed, the rest undecided. Only a massive campaign



effort-which included the visible support of nearly every
Iabor union, religious figure, and partisan luminary in the
state-coupled with an eleventh-hour media blitz was
enough to turn the tide.

Faced with the dismal prospect of a November ballot
which was to read "HOMOSEXUAL TEACHERS Yes
No ," there wasn't a single gay activist in California who
didn't envision an election night catastrophe. During those
grim days in August, it was as if the Stonewall Revolution-

-the pitched battle between gays and police which took
place ten years ago on New York City's Christopher Street,
celebrated now by annual Cay Freedom Day parades-had
never happened. Gone was the defiance, the miltance, the
revolutionary spirit of the '6Os. The gay community was
scared.

With good reason.
Still reeling from a series of stunning debacles in Eugene

(Oregon), Wichita, and St. Paul, where clones of the Dade
County ordinance were repealed by referendrrm, the self--
proclaimed "leaders" of the gay community were now on the
defensive. The very spirit and style of the struggle had
changed. The very idea of gays battling cops in the streets
was now utterly unthinkable . . . in fact, the possibility of it
filled the gay "leadership" with terror, like a nightmare
threatening to come true. After all, what would the voters
think? What about all those straight uoters watching it ouer their
TV dinners?

Ah, yes, things had certainly changed. Instead of "gay
liberation," movement types discussed "gay rights." But the
change in the political line was superficial compared to the
changes in the gay subculture itself. The intransigence of a
John Rechy, who is universally despised by both the
bourgeois Aduocate and the gay left press, had given way to
to the insipid, spinsterish rornanticism of a Patricia Nell
Warren, author of The Front Runner, a gay version of Loue
Sfory. Rechy's vision of the gay as Outsider, rebel, anarchic
outlaw-and the revolutionary spirit which had once ani-
mated "Stonewall Nation"-was replaced by the slick, seven-
ties image of "that nice couple next door."

The Nietzchean passions of Rechy's prose only embar-
rassed the stuffy gay "leadership." Gay political fig-
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ures-Democratic Party hacks, every one of them-were im-
patient to build a political machine on the strength of the
drive to enact "anti-discrimination" ordinances. There is no
room for the unique vitality of Rechy's sense-of-life (not to
mention his sensuality) in the neat, ordered world of social
democracy and central planning, where everything distinc.
tive is blended in the great egalitarian Mixmaster of the State
apparatus. There is room only for cheap parodies of hetero-
sexual romances-like Warren's two white middle-class
gayboys who, but for a bit of sodomy here and there, would
have fit neatly into an issue of the Ladies' Home Journal.

The heritage of guilt, self-hatred, and self.denial-the
residue of the Boys in the Band rnentality-permeates the gay
subculture. The failure to envision a $ense of uniqueness and
identity poisons the gay movement at every level.

Culturally, what gays are offered is a teen,age girl's fan-
tasy of matrimonial bliss (with a dash of locker.room
fetishism thrown in, for a little spice)-so the real values of
the gay subculture are driven even further underground,
while everyone is proclaiming that the liberal millenium is at
hand.

Politically, the gay community is offered the most naive
social democrat's integration fantasy, which is supposed to
legislate anti-gay discrimination in housing and employment
right out of existence, with a hint of "affirmative action"
thrown in for good measure. Thus, the real needs and real
class interests of the gay community-the preservation of
gay economic interests and the political independence of the
gay movement-are once again submerged, subordinated to
outside interests.

Just as the black struggle for national self.determination
was sold out by the "civil rights" moderates-whose ultimate
goal was assimilation into white, bourgeois culture-so the
struggle to preserve and protect the gay community has been
sold out by the gay "civil rights" moderates, who seek
assimilation because they desperately want "legitimacy," and
whose ultimate goal is the submergence of the gay sub-
culture into the grey sameness of the modern welfare state;
these types won't be happy until they have shoved gays into
the social democratic breadline, and dragged them, kicking
and screaming, into "legitimate" society.
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Thirty Piecesof Silver

Tnu campaign to make homosex-
uality "respectable" in the eyes of
straight society coincides with the ef-
forts to organize a gay political
machine tied to the apron strings of
the social democratic Left. Consistent
with its pathetic goal-the "approval"
of straight society-a more unimagina.
tive campaign was never before con-
ceived. In spite of many tireless efforts
to force gays into the proper mold,
they will never fit into the ready-made
"minority group" categories devised
by liberals to manipulate the genuine
grievances of the dispossessed.

The momentum of the Stonewall revolt was checked,
and reversed, by the Dade County gay activists who made
the non-issue of discrimination in private housing and
employment the major focus of their actions, and who suc.
ceeded in turning the Dade County campaign into a popu-
larity poll on the "moral" aspects of homosexual behavior.
The gay liberation movement devolved into the gay "civil
rights" movement seeking alms. This tactic inevitably and
necessarily put them on the defensive from the very onset: to
seek "legitimacy" in this largely symbolic manner is to
attempt to prove the moral worthiness of homosexuality;
such attempts serve only to call that worthiness into
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question, by striking a posture of weakness and uncertainty.
The opposition, led by Anita Bryant and her born-again con.
stituency, took full advantage of this open, flagrant
vulnerability. The only surprise of that campaign was the fact
that Bryant and the bigots won two-to.one, instead of three-
to-one.

The revolutinary spirit of the Stonewall action was
smothered in the timid rhetoric of liberal reformism- couch.
ed in vague refererences to undefined "human rights"-as
the gay community went down to a crushing defeat.

The pattern began to repeat itself all over the country:
Wichita, Eugene, and St. Paul all repealed similar "civil
rights" measures which allegedly protected gays from
discrimination which barely existed in the first place, and
which was barely even mentioned by the gay spokespersons
during the course of any of the local campaigns. The gay
"leaders" were too busy answering the Christian fundamen,
talist charge that homosexuality is a "sin" to bother actually
discussing the nature of the proposed legislation, or to bother
noticing that fhe bigots were being permitted to define the
parameters of the struggle. Bryant, and various local pastiche
artists, were handed their electoralvictories on a silver platter
by gay "leaders" whose "demands" qonsisted of pleas for
acceptance, and whose rhetoric was borrowed from the least
militant of the old 1960s civil rights leaders.

What have the liberals and the civil rights dogmatists to
offer the gay community but a reluctant alliance, and the dim
prospect of assimilation?

Instead of thirty pieces of silver, what is the bureaucratic
New Class (and its gay henchmen) holding up as a shining
political ideal, a goalto fight and die for? What else but State-
subsidized "gay community centers" run by Democratic
Party ward-healers and the sycophants of the public sector,
solely in the interests of building and maintaining a political
machine and an obscene system of political patronage. Not
to mention proposals for "gay counseling centers"-where
witch doctors masquerading as psychatrists will doubtless
help gays adjust to their alleged "sickness" (presumably after
the "anti-discrimination" ordinances have wiped out the
urban gay "ghettos").

The real nature of the struggle for gay liberation-the
7

real substance of gay class interests-was brought home the
day state senator John Briggs qualified Prop. 6 for the
November 1978 California ballot. The real enemy of the gay
community, and of all minorities everywhere-State
power-had finally come out of the closet.
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TheRight-Wing
Threat

Br'rt the string of defeats made
possible by the old guard gay civil
rights leaders had demoralized the gay
community. David Goodstein,
publisher of the Aduocate (the largest,
most "respectable" gay newspaper in
the nation), proclaimed in public and
in print that the gays didn't have a
chance against Briggs. The polls told a
sad story, indeed. The gay community
was split so many different ways on
how to approach the issues-in San
Francisco alone, there were no less
than three completely separate No on 6
campaigns-that Goodstein's public
pessimism seemed almost justified.

But the fight against Briggs was a different kind of
struggle altogether, although none of the so-called gay
"leaders" realized it. (They still do not realize it.) The form of
the struggle was not imposed Qn the participants; the
campaign was allowed to develop spontaneously, along its
own lines rather than along a line borrowed from someone
else's struggle. Because it was the bigots who were asking for
state intervention on their behalf, this time the burden of
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always pursued their class interests to the utmost; the State
has always represented the interests of the traditional nuclear
family (to the exclusion of all else), and it has done so openly
and unapologetically. The tax structure (which discriminates
against unmarried people and people without children), laws
regulating divorce, laws against sodomy and against same-
sex marriages-all of these things are made possible by the
burgeoning power of the State.

ln Yemen, they used to push homosexuals off the edge
of a cliff-now they drop them from helicopters. ln Cuba,
gays are forced into "rehabilitation" camps. ln Australia,
public expressions of gay political solidarity are beaten down
by the billy clubs of the police. ln Latin America, the brutal.
ized conditions of gays has obliterated the possibility of a
"gay community"; and in the United States of America, the
campaign to decriminalize consensual sexual relations
between adults is still not even half completed.

The historical oppression of gays by the State defines
the spirit of their class interests: the interests of the gay
community are neuer served by any increase in State power,
even if it is allegedly on its behalf.

For example, in the city of San Francisco, the gay
community is protected against economic discrimination
(which does not, in fact, exist)-but not against violent at.-tacks by anti-gay hoodlums. During the height of Anita
Bryant's witch-hunt, several of these hoods killed Robert
Hillsborough, while shouting "Anita is right!" The murderers
were allowed to plea.bargain their way out of it, right back
onto the streets. The real irony of the situation is that those
much-touted "anti-discrimination" laws work both r.uoys. In
the city of San Francisco-where, according to a recent
market research survey cited in the SF Chronicle (March 23,
1978), gays average 35% higher income levels than their
straight counterparts in comparable age brackets, and where
gays own a percentage of the residential and comrnercial
property way out of proportion to their actual numbers-gay
businesspersons and property owners are /orbidden by lour.r to
give their gay sisters and brothers first choice when it comes
to housing and employment. This absurdity is further
compounded by the fact that the late SF supervisor Harvey
Milk, the first openly gay elected official in the country, was
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responsible for that particular law!
Fortunately for the gay community of San Francisco,

such laws are completely unenforceable.
The interests of the State and the interests of the gay

community can never coincide; coercion is exclusively the
instrument of bigotry, the first and last resort of every new
Savonarola. The reactionary drive to outlaw homosexuality
will take the form of a demand for an increase in State
power-in this case, the power to invade the nation's
bedrooms.

We have not heard the last of John Briggs and his ilk, as
Briggs made very clear on election night; he vowed he'd try
again in 1980, and you'd.better believe it. The totalitarians of
the "New" Right will stop at nothing in the drive to push gays
back into the closet*and they know that the only way to do
it is through the power of the State. The campaign to enact
"anti-discrimination" placebos (a largely symbolic measure
anyway) plays directly into the hands of the enemy: it
strengthens the instrument of gay oppression (the State) and
it raises the spectre of "affirmative action" and the certainty
of an anti-gay backlash.

The "civil rights" approach to gay liberation is utterly
bankrupt; those self-proclaimed gay leaders who insist on it
as an article of faith will soon find that they are generals
without an army.

When Bob Kunst-who led one of two separate grouPs
opposing the repeal of the 7977 Dade County
ordinance-decided to try again in 1978, he was denounced
by Ruth Shack (the Dade County commissioner who intro'
duced the original ordinance) for being "divisive," not to
mention "megalomaniacal." "One question during the
campaign was whether local gay people would campaign for
the new ordinance," said the Bay Area Reporter, a San
Francisco gay newspaper. "Many, bitten by the 2-1 defeat,
sat this one out"" The gay community is beginning to catch
on to the fact that they have been "bitten" by their own
leaders; those leaders are beginning to worry that they are
losing their constituency, and with good reason.

But they didn't sit it out in California-how do you sit out
Armageddon?
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InThe\hnguard

S tudents for a Libertarian Society
became very active in the fight against
Prop. 6 shortly after Briggs announced
his intention to publicly crucify the gay
community of California. The goal of
SLS-to become a highly visible seg-
ment of the massive, broad-based
coalition to defeat Prop. 6, and to in-
troduce as many gays as possible to
libertarian principles and to SLS-was
more than realized. In spite of various
attempts to link the loose statewide
coalition (known as "Californians
against the Briggs InitiatiV€," or CABI)
with other, irrelevant issues (such as
the anti-Bakke crusade), SLS and
others interested in winning the elec-
tion managed to maintain the single-
issue approach.

Although libertarian activists up and down the state were
deeply involved in the fight against Prop. 6 (LP candidate for
governor Ed Clark made it one of the central issues of his
campaign), the strategic model was nearly perfect in San
Francisco. Because libertarian activists were involved early in
the history of BACABI (Bay Area Committee against the
Briggs lnitiative), because 

i; 
stayed and fought those



legitirnize them in the eyes of the young-for the very good
reason that this is the heart of the matter. Because the answer
to that question is undoubtedly yes. Whether homosexuality
is inherent, acquired, or a complex process involving both
factors is entirely irrelevant in this context. A brilliant gay
teacher who is admired by students and who refuses to hide
or apologize for being gay is a walking, talking threat to those
who see the public schools as society's way of enforcing
social values.

When Anita Bryant says that homosexuals must recruit
in order to replenish their ranks, she is merely stating an
obvious truth aboul euery social group from the US Army to
the Catholic Church. All groups compete for the limited time
and energy of individuals. What Bryant really means is that
she doubts whether the institutional family could compete
success/ully against homosexuality and that, therefore, homo'
sexuals must be forcibly segregated from the nation's youth.
Instead of free competition among diverse lifestyles and role
models, the right wing guardians of The Family want to stack
the deck. The public schools are precisely the institution with
which to do this.

What this fear of competition implies about the appeal of
home, hearth and heterosexuality is left to the imagination of
the perceptive reader.

The brutal reality of violence against the gay community
is becoming such a problem that even the most adamant gay
"moderates" acknowledge the facts (although they balk at
drawing the obvious conclusion). Thus, Edmund White,
writing in Chrisfopher Street magazine, tells us:

Perhaps the biggest problem facing Houston gays is
violence in the streets. The gay ghetto is Montrose . .

ln May and June alone there were three stabbings and
eight beatings in Montrose. The victims were gay men
. . . The police ignore the danger; if they do respond to a
call for help, they often arrest the gay victim on the
charge of public intoxication, a vague measure that per-
mits officers to harass anyone they choose to . . . Two
years ago a gay bartender, Gary Wayne Stock, made an
illegal left turn and was shot to death by a Houston
policeman, who was cleared of blame. The cop claimed
that Stock refused to pull over and was gunned down
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during a highway chase. But only eight minutes elapsed
betwJen Siock'd departure from work and the moment
he was killed. Since he was shot only a few blocks away

from the bar, he could scarcely have been speeding' The
court failed to subpoena any gay witnesses'

The murder of san Francisco supervisor Harvey Milk

-who was gunned down by supervisor Dan White, an avow.

ed bigot wfr'o made a political career out of railing against
,.sOciJl deviates"-must Serve as a IeSSon, and a warning.
Harvey Milk personnified all the naive liberal assumptions of
if," guy civii rights movement-and that movement died
whei lie did. Lesbians and gay men can no longer assume

they are safe when they decide to walk down the street, or

run for public office. The lesson to be salvaged from the ruins

of tragedy must be the knowledge that we are liuing in a state

if ui"rsincy. The first warning shot of the battle has been

iirJ; tfe bigots have come ou1 of the closets, and into the

streets. Do not any of you mourn the passing of the gay "civil

rights" movemeni; initead, rejoice ai the imminent birth of
th"e gay liberation movement-or, rather, re-birth. lt's the

rumJ itruggle, from a different perspective-a clearer

perspectiv"l"tf o* we know that the wishy-washy bromides of
yesterday are not nearly enough. Now we know that the at'
iack on the gay community is rZol-and that sym-bolic legisla'

tion is insufficient ammunition against a deadly foe. Now we

[no*only a miltant response froh a re-forged StonewallNa'
tion can turn the tide in our favor.

These are the reol issues. Their successful resolution will

mean the completion of the Stonewall Revolution. Of course,

stonewall *uun't the first revolution to be betrayed by its
Laders, nor will it be the last. The realtask of gay_liberation is

the redemption of the original Revolution of 1,776-a revolu'
tion againit State power. But it cannot achieve that task in

and # i6elf. Only an organized movement devoted to a

consistent ideology of libeity, and armed with a strategic vi'

"i"n 
.upuble of itcelerating tfre internal contradictions of

statist society, can be equal to that kind of a

challenge-ani,ultimately, more than equal to it'
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Whitewash

O" the morning of MaY 21st, an
all-heterosexual jury let Dan White get
away with murder.

On the night of May 21st, San
Francisco gays, over 5000 strong, laid
seige to City Hall and fought the police
in the streets well into the early hours
of the morning.

That morning, the sun rose over a
liberated city.

It had been building for a long
time. The brutal murder of Harvey Milk,
an upfront gay member of San Francisco's Board of Super-
visors, had sent an unmistakable message to gay people
all around the country: Iife in straight society is chancey,
and even a little short, if you're out of the closet and in the
public eye. This was more than verified by the subsequent
actions of the new Feinstein administration. The San Fran-
cisco Bag Cuardian summed up the situation neatly: "By
going to City Hall and killing both Moscone and Milk, Dan
White set back his liberal enemies as effectively as if he
had just staged a full-blown military coup." {5124) When
Dianne Feinstein was elected Mayor by a Board of Super-
visors who were obviously operating in a state of "dimin'
ished capacity," the City's relationship to the gay com'
munity changed drastically. "The new city administration
of Mayor Dianne Feinstein seemed colder to gays," writes
Randy Shilts in the June lst Vtllage Voice. "Police harrass-
ment increased dramatically; the state liquor commission
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suddenly started closing gay bars." Not coincidentally,
there had been a spate of physical assaults on gay
residents of the Castro Street gay "ghetto" by roving
gangs of straights.

The verdict in the Dan White case-voluntary man-
slaughter, involving a maximum of seven years and eight
months in prison, with one-third off for good behavior-
was nothing less than official state sanction for one of the
most shocking political assassinations in this decade. Dan
White-the stone-faced ex-cop and ex-Supervisor who
murdered gay leader Harvey Milk and Mayor George
Moscone in November of last year-was never really put
on trial. lnstead, a completely symbolic figure, a fiction
consisting entirely of adjectives like "decent,' "hard-
working," "dedicated," "family-oriented" was constructed
by the defense . . . and ultimately vindicated by the jury.
The defense, without any significant opposition from the
DA's office, held up Dan White's life and values like a mir-
ror thrust in the face of the jury. As the San Francisco Ex-
aminer put it: "The [defense] attorneys, working ahead of
time, developed a profile of the jury they wanted: conser-
vatives, working class, family people, sharing the tradi-
tional values that had meant so much to Dan White."

The case for the defense rested entirely on the jury's
evaluation of White's ualues-it had to be proved that
White was morallg incapable of premeditation, in spite of
the fact that he re-loaded his gun after killing Moscone, in
spite of the fact that he hadn't carried a weapon for three
months before that fateful November day, in spite of the
obvious political motivation, in spite of the glaring facts.
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State power, have been locking up "social deviants" and

slandering the gay community for years-had as much
moral autlority arthe ecclesiastical variety, at least in the
eyes of such a jury. Only an overwhelming moral authority
could have pullea off the "Twinkie defense;" only the
mystic Pronouncements of state-sanctioned "experts,"

thlir oracular assertions uttered in jargon-masquerading-
asscience, could have hypnotized the jury into actually
believing that Dan White's junk food "binges" were "bio'
chemical proof" of White's mental "disease."

Thirdly-and most essentially-Schmidt had to make
a deal withr District Attorney Joe Freitas: no politics in the

courtroom. Assistant DA Tom Norman had this to say

about one of the most dramatic political assassinations in
recent memory: "He assassinated George Moscone to
retaliate for Qeorge's not reappointing him like he pro'
mised. But, I mean, it's not a political assassination like a

guy that has certain political ideals and beliefs that he's

itinging to." Apparently, the murder of Harvey Milk is not
.u"i silnificani enough to mention. White's long-standing
politic;i opposition to the gay c.ommunity-, his 

-violence-iiad"n political past, his role as the voice of the San Fran-

cisco Police Department on the SF Board of Supervisors,
homophobia in the sFPD-the raising of these issues by

uny of the witnesses could not be permissed so long as the
powers-that'be wanted White to stay alive. ' '.' .' The first task of the defense was accomplished with a

minimum of effort. Mrs. white, devoted wife and mother,
was a star witness for the defense, on and off the witness
stand. According to the SF Exarniner: "Freitas pointed out
that Moscone's lamily or Milk's family could not appear
daily at the trial the way Mary Anne White did. Yet her ap'
p"uiun." reflected the-defense strategy of 9l'roying all it
could about Dan White, his background and his life." The

timing of Mrs. white's testimony-'seeing Mrs. White,
heariig her on the stand," said the Exarniner, "it was im-
possibie for the jury not to believe that White came from
ih" du."nt, hard-working background that the jury shared

and admired"-right before the introduction of the taped
,,confession" -uJ the key to the stunning verdict.
,,Repeatedly, schmidt used the word'background'and the
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phrase'hard-working,' " according to the Examiner. . . and
then the prosecution introduced a tape of Dan White sobb-
ing out a confession to a police officer who just happened
to have been an old friend. Sobbing into the microphone,
White apparently was allowed a straight narrative: no ques-
tions about why he had chosen to carry a gun that day, no
questions about how he had entered the building without
having to go through the metal detectors at each entrance,
no questions other than: "Can you relate these Pressures
you've been under, Dan, at this time?"

The complicity of the DA's office with Schmidt's
strategy is most evident at this point in the trial. It is clear,
from Schmidt's public statements, that the defense would
have introduced the confession as evidence even if the pro-
secution had neglected to do so. Why is it, then, that Tom
Norman chose not to reveal the long-standing friendship
between White and Frank Falzon (SFPD chief homicide in-
vestigator, White's friend since high school, and his inter-
rogator less than an hour after the brutal murders)? For
anyone who realizes just how much this case means to the
police department politically-officers were seen wearing
"Free Dan White" t-shirts during the course of the trial-
and for anyone who realizes that the DA's job is entirely
dependent on his relationship to the police department,
the answer to that question is obvious.
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Dr. Thomas Szasz

Theft/inkie Defense

Tn" second task of the defense-
the psychiatric mystification of the
events surrounding the murders and
White's life in the months preceding
the assassinations-was accomplished
by the almost religious awe in which
psychiatrists and psychologists are
held, both by juries and by the laws
they are charged with enforcing. Dan
White, of course, was never called to
testify; he just sat there, impassive,
while five defense psychiatrists de'
scribed, with apparent omniscience, what went through
Dan White's mind as he pumped bullets into the already
prone bodies of his victims. "lt was necessary," according
to the Examiner article, "to give the jury White's version of
what happened another way. The psychiatrists, in explain'
ing how they reached their decisions, would have to ex-
plain in authoritative detail just what happened to White.
And White himself would not be cross-examined."

Like theologians explaining just how one.falls from a

state of grace, the assembled psychiatrists were charged
with explaining just how one falls into a state-of-mind, a
state of "manic-depression," a state of "diminished
capacity." The ludicrous assertions of Dr. Jerry Jones, who
testified for the defense that White's consumption of junk
food was directly connected to his deteriorating mental
state, is a particularly grotesque example of psychiatry's
phoney claim to the mantle of medicine and real scientific
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inquiry. As Dr. Thomas Szasz, the great libertarian
psychologist said in his interview with the Aduocate:

As you know, psychiatry, or mad-doctoring as it used to be
called, has always been a state-sponsored activity. That's
how it all began. First there were insane asylums and laws
authorizing doctors and the courts to lock people up in
them. Then came the justification for that practice-the
idea of mental iilness and psychosis and so forth. The result
is that people now believe that there exist diseases called
"mental illnesses" or psychoses or whatever . . Yes, it's a
simple point, but its important for the present controversy
over gay rights cannot be exaggerated. People may con-
sider their own behavior or other people's behavior as in-
congruous or immoral or incorrect. But that does not make
them diseases. Still, the history of psychiatry is full of such
"diseases" and psychiatrists continue to fabricate new ones
on precisely such a basis. [Emphasis added.l

Thus, the profession most responsible for the
stigmatization of millions of lesbians and gay men has
come to the aid of Harvey Milk's murderer-an act entirely
consistent with their anti-gay history and orientation. Dr.
Szasz, further on in the Aduocale interview, identified the
clear connection between the priestlg aspect of the
psychiatrist's role and psychiatry's view of homosexuality.
finterviewer's questions are now in italics.]

. . . Your comments remind me of the facl thal Freud used lhe
concept of unconscious homosexualilg to describe some of
the lhings Aou are talking aboul.
Yes, Freud loved that idea. The devout psychoanalytic
character assassins still love it . . .

You mean psgchoanalgsts still hauen'L giuen up Lhat idea?
Of course not. Why should they? lt means that psycho-
analysts know better what people are "really" like than do
the people themselves. That's an immensely flattering idea.
I think psychoanalysts are not likely to give it up until they
are shamed into giving it up.

The third task of the defense-to keep the political
facts of reality out of the courtroom-was accomplished
before the trial had even begun. The political decision had
already been made by the DA's office; certain witnesses,
such as Under-sheriff James Denman, were simply not
called. Since White's state of mind on the day of the
murders was such a key link in the case for the defense, it
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seems obvious that the prosecution ought to have been in-
terested in any witnesses who could contradict the
psychiatric testimony and the staged "confession" tape.
As Denman said to the Chronicle: nHe 

lwhitel was polite,
purposeful and deliberate. There were no teari. There was
no shame. Even when he was strip-searched and dressed in
g jailjumpsuit he didn't show any emotion . . . he was per-
functory and busine.ss-like, very controlled." But the pro-
secution did not call Denman to the stand, according to a
story by warren Hinckle in the san Francisco Chronicle,
because the prosecution did not want to make "the con-
nection bglyeen police attitudes towards gays and liberals
and Dan White's state of mind."

White knew that his friends in the police depart-
ment-and in the DA's office-would nevir desert him.
Hinckle quotes Denman as follows, "lt all seemed very
fraternal . . . some of the officers and deputies were stan-
ding around with half-smiles on their faces. some were ac-
tu-ally laughing . . . The attitude of most of the cops I
witnessed seemed to be that Dan white had done some-
thing they were not unhappy about."
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What began as yet another "candlelight vigil," in-
itiated by a group calling itself "Lesbians and Gay Men
Against the Death Penalty (believe it or not!) turned into a
massive spontaneous demonstration called by no one and
everyone. A number of speakers attempted to divert the
crowd from storming City Hall. The organizers of the
march, Leonard Matlovich, a gay minister, even the
popular Sally Gearhart-one by one the crowd booed
inem down, drowned their pleas for nonviolence with
chants of "Dan Whtte was a cop!" and "Take City Hall!"
Supervisor Harry Britt-Dianne Feinstein's hand-picked
"successor" to Harvey Milk-was booed right off the plat-
form when he said "Let the pigs be pigs, not us. Listen to
our own people, don't act like a bunch of heterosexuals."

But fhat night the crowd knew that righteous indigna'
tion and physical action are not the prerogative of hetero-
sexual men-they knew it for the first time since the
Stonewall rebellion, over a decade ago, when gays battled
police for three days on New York City's Christopher
Street.

As speaker after speaker rose to berate violence, a
battle was going on between police on one side of City
Hall's shattered glass doors and demonstrators on the
other. There was an odd note of unreality, as the familiar
line-up of Democratic Party hacks took the bullhorn, only
to lose heart and lose the audience within minutes; it has

been said, in the press, and by alleged gay "leaders," that if
only there had been an adequate sound sgstern the whole
thing might never have happened. But given such a sound
system, one wonders what these peoP-lg planned on say_ing

to "control" a crowd that was tired of being controlled.
What, indeed, could anyone have said?
When Supervisor Carol Ruth Silver bravely did what

Dianne Feinstein dared not to do; when she got up there
and said: "There's nobody in the City angrier than I am
tonight . . but Harvey Milk would not be here tearing
down the walls of this building"-a voice was heard to cry
out from the very heart of the crowd: "But Harueg Milk is
dead!"

A young lesbian spoke quite eloquentlY, her radical
rhetorii building up to a crescendo which culminated in a
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call for a general strike. This was met with scattered ap'
plause and general ennui. As the police loomed closer,
reinforcing the cops already inside City Hall and itching to
bash heads, a general strike made no more sense than a

tea party, and everybody but the most stylized leftists in
the crowd knew it.

It was young gays, from the Castro and Polk street gay
"ghettos," who lead the first assault on City Hall. Every
time a rock broke a window, the sound of breaking glass
was drowned out by thunderous cheers.

The police, who had been snarling at the bit by this
time, were given the order to charge into the crowd and de-
fend City Hall, the symbol and source of their power. Cays
carried burning torches made from looted newspaper took
up the cry: "BURN DOWN CITY HALL!" The crowd
responded immediately to the police action, met them
head on, and sent them running around the corner onto
Grove Street where, as the SF Exarniner put it, "they took
up a defensive position."

At this point, the organizers of the original
"candlelight vigil," local Democratic Party ward-healers,
and various pacifist types were desperately trying to save
City Hall from the trashing it so richly deserved. According
to the Chronicle; "Pacifist gays linked hands in a line to
separate the assailants from the police"-a typical, futile
bit of martydom, one which they would come to fully
regret later.

Then came the tear gas, as the cops advanced down
Polk Street toward City Hall, and the crowd pulled back*
but only for a moment. A huge rock smashed through the
window of an isolated police car, the crowd surrounded the
hated symbol of Dan White and everything he stood for.
An attempt to turn the car over on its side met with stiff
police resistance, and a number of people were arrested.
Then, a curious thing happened, as reported in the Ex-
aminer in the following manner:

It was after 1 1 pm, and some gays were still trying to cool off
the mob. A line of non-violent gays formed in front of City
Hall, backs to the building. However, a double file of police
trotted in, clubs swinging, and those who were serving as
buffers complained they were beaten without provocation.
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"We were sitting there trying to bring some sort of order,
singing 'We Shall Overcome,' just sitting there on the steps,
and then the cops started to hit us, that's what started it,"
said Bob Marmostein, 20."

These were the same "pacifists" who were so intent on
protecting the fragile bodies of the SFPD from the demon-
strators less than an hour earlier; these self-styled
"leaders" were so busy trying to "bring some sort of order"
that they had the stupidity to turn their backs on the real
enemy, the police (who they were actually trying to
protect!)-and then they had the unmitigated gall to go
whining to the press about "police brutality." Since when
are the police capable of anything other than brutality
when it comes to the gay community? Gay "pacifism" in
the face of police repression is an unfortunate holdover
from the days when the tragic, defeated strains of old Judy
Carland records were a veritable gay national anthem, the
stuff of gay culture and gay consciousness. The night of
May 21st has banished that somber spirit forever.

The smashed police car burst into flames, and the roar
of the crowd was exultant, triumphant, unafraid. A pair of
fire engines, sirens screaming, were stopped by a human
blockade. Slowly, the crowd pushed the police back. A line
of nine police cars, left unattended, were put to the torch; a
cop was knocked off his motorcycle-he went scuttling
back to his buddies, as his cycle exploded in a burst of
white fire. The fighting went on for hours. Slowly, the
demonstrators retreated up Market Street, toward Castro.

Op on Castro Street, in the middle of San Francisco's
largest gay ghetto, 200 police went wild. At about 1:20 am
more than a dozen riot police attacked the Elephant Walk
bar, a gay bar on the corner of 18th E Castro. Yelling "Sieg
Heil!," "Banzai!" and "Cet out you goddamn queers!," the
pigs smashed furniture, windows, and heads indiscrim-
inately. Onlookers were beaten to the ground; so were
members of the press.

After the initial confrontation at City Hall, most peo-
ple were limping home, nursing wounds both visible and
invisible. The police invasion of the Castro area, the armed
occupation of the very heart of the San Francisco gay com-
munity, signaled the second phase of the evening's ac-
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tivities.
Supervisor Harry Britt reportedly, at this point,

muscled his way past the police line and was again
"shouted down Uy tire crowd,'i according to the Examiner,
after an abortive attempt to address the crowd.

A cordon of angry gays surrounded the police on all
sides. Slowly, the residents of Castro pushed the cops up
to the corner of Castro and Market. There, the two- lines
solidified and the police tried to hold their ground, but to
no avail.

_ Then, Captain Kevin Mullen of the SFPD gave the
order to retreat. Reluctantly, the cops obeyed. TFe crowd
roared its approval; they had challenged their enemies,
and driven them out of the community. Castro Street had
been liberated.

The fighting around City Hall continued well into the
morning, although at around 3:30 am Dianne Feinstein
was telling the press that the City was "secured."
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America, rioters were perceived as'predominantly gay,' no
matter what their particular political or sexual
persuasion." For McQ,ueen, and all the rest of the Uncle
Toms and Aunt Marys of the gay movement, condemna-
tion by straight society is the worst thing that can possibly
happen to the gay community. Incapable of either political
or-psychological independence, they are quile willing to
maich in each and every Cay Freedom Day Parade-but
are unwilling to remember the Stonewall rebellion those
parades are supposed to commemorate' So narrow and
prissy is the attitude of McQueen and others like him, that
ihe Aduocate article describing the riot carried a notice an-

nouncing that: "A fund has been established to help pay
for the damage incurred by city hall during the fay 21

riots. Make c6ecks payable to the San Francisco City Hall
RepairFund...."

What about the damage done to the 75 gay sisters and
brothers during the riot?

What about the damage done to the Elephant Walk
bar? Why are these "moderates" so worried about the
damage done to City Hall when the damage done to their
own community is somehow overlooked? ls there angthing
these "leaders" will not do to make themselves look good
in the eyes of their straight puppet-masters?

To demonstrate how completely out of touch with
reality he is, McQueen goes on to state: "How this Monday
of mayhem will affect the special, though delicate,
relationship the San Francisco gay community has en-
joyed with the City is another question. Certainly its im-
pact on local politics will be significant, possibly making
and breaking the political fortunes of key players in the
drama." What McQueen doesn't realize, but will soon
discover, is that the political fortunes of weak-willed
apologists and wishy-washy gay do-gooders will take a

well-deserved nose-dive. ln spite of his attack on the "small
percentage" of radical gays and his dark hints concerning
;'provocateurs," the crowd that fought the police in the
streets acted with nearly unanimous solidarity once things
got going. The gay "moderates" found themselves isolated
fhat night, "leaders" without anything to lead. Their day is
over; on the morning of May 22nd, gay liberation was
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reborn. It was a new day-a day that will go down in gay
history as the rebirth of Stonewall Nation.

lf McQueen's apologies are nauseating, then there is
no word for Frank Fitch's pro-police article in the June 1st
issue of the Sentinel, San Francisco's leading gay
newspaper. Perhaps despicable is the appropriate term,
although "ass-kissing" might be more fitting. Entitled
"Police Return to Castro," the article details the various
good deeds of two police officers recently assigned to foot
patrol in the Castro area. After telling us that Officer "Kip-
pie" Locati is into backpacking, dog-training, and talking
to her parrot; and after gushing over Officer Jeff Levin,
who just loues horses and wants to be transferred to the
mounted patrol, he writes: "Both Kippie and Jeff feel that
support for Dan White among police officers is a myth that
they have seen no evidence to substantiate." (!) To anyone
who has followed the trial of Dan White even half-
heartedly, this isn't even good for a laugh. But the real
reason for Fitch's pro-police propaganda comes out in the
following: "Jeff feels that both gay people and police of-
ficers need to accept that each have feelings of anger
resulting from the events of May 21st. 'We need to take
some time and be patient with each other.' He thinks the
strong reaction of the police officers to the violence at City
Hall is less a macho response to gay strength and more a
kind of horror over City Hall, the symbol of civil authority,
being under attack."

Of course, Frank Fitch-local Democratic Party
hack-doesn't want any harm to come to City Hall-why
spoil the nice office he has all picked out for himself?

The ultimate irony of all this is that the local effort to
recruit gays into the police force is still scheduled to con-
tinue. The blindness of the local gay "leadership" is ap-
parently incurable-not even the forced occupation of
Castro Street by 200 out-of-town riot cops was enough to
shock them into seeing that the poli.ce are the enemg. How
many bashed-in heads will it take before these traitors stop
acting as a free public relations department for the bully-
boys-in-blue? lf gays had, in fact, been recruited into the
SFPD before the night of May 21st-what kind of a posi-
tion would they have been put into?
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Fitch prattles on: "ln the first three days on the street,
Kippie and Jeff performed a variety of police services. On
Friday evening they talked a person out of committing
suicide. They introduced themselves to merchants, who
have been concerned about a rash of petty thefts. The is-
suance of parking tickets has been popular with Muni
riders. . . ." Ihrs after the gay community left 75 wounded
and over 30 arrested; this contemptible Pollyanna-ism is
like a cancer rotting out the very vitals of the gay liberation
movement. lt must be repudiated by the gay community,
without hesitation or regret, as the shameful crawling that
it_is. Any effort to recruit gays into the police force-any
effort to recruit gays into the system that let Dan White get
away with murder-is an attempt to co-opt the gay move-
ment and must be absolutely rejected. Are gays going to
be assigned to work on the Vice Squad-is this whit Frank
Fitch and his liberal Democratic cronies have in mind?
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Reforge
Stonduail Nation

A s of this writing, the gay libera-
tion movement is just a memory. The
gay "civil rights" types are flocking to
the Democratic Party; eager to secure
a place for themselves in the burgeon-
ing New Class bureaucracy, these
political parasites are feeding off the
political energy of an almost totally ex-
hausted momentum propelled by the
spirit of Stonewall. Although these
hacks are warming themselves by the dying embers of
Stonewall Nation, they are mortally afraid of events like
"White Monday"; afraid that their political ambitions and
the co-optation efforts of the Democratic Party are likely
to go up in smoke, along with City Hall itself, if the spirit of
Stonewall Nation is reborn.

Essentially, that spirit is already reborn: "White
Monday" signaled the end of the "civil rights" mentality as
the dominant trend in the gay movement-and the be-
ginning of the end for so-called gay "leaders," whose affec-
tion for the State is tied to material interests which make it
impossible for them to uphold the principle of gay self-
defense against police assault.

Whether or not a newly-reforged Stonewall Nation
will rise out of the ashes of burning police cars depends on
gay people, not their self-proclaimed "leaders." "White
Monday" crystallized the situations: the line of
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demarcation has been drawn. One can side with the so-

called "rioters," or one can side with the police-but there
is no middle ground. A battle is raging all over this
country, and it has been raging for years: a grim, silent
battle largely unacknowledged except by its victims, given
no publicity except when it erupts into the oPen as it did
May 21st. On one side, there is the State-and on the other
side there is the gay communitY.

Choose sides.
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-'While \{/hite pulled the trigger on the gun that killed
Moscone and Milk, American psychiatry pulled the
wool over the eyes of lawmakers and journalists and the
public,leading to the courtroom scenario of psychiatrists
lying through their teeth and having their lies legitimized
by the court as 'expert medical testimony'."
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